FROM: MOSCOW
TO: Secretary of State
NO: 3114, JUNE 11, NOON

LIMIT DISTRIBUTION

HAVING REVIEWED RECOMMENDATIONS EMBTEL 2980 RE AMERICAN COUNSEL FOR POWERS IT WOULD SEEM ADVISABLE TO ME FROM PUBLIC RELATIONS POINT OF VIEW AT LEAST EXPRESS DESIRE PROVIDE COUNSEL AND TO BE NOTIFIED IN AMPLE TIME OF DATE OF TRIAL. SUGGEST REQUEST SHOULD BEST COME IN NAME OF FATHER. SINCE US GOVT HAS OFFICIALLY ADMITTED POWERS WAS ON INTELLIGENCE MISSION WOULD SEEM INAPPROPRIATE THAT COUNSEL BE PROVIDED BY US GOVT SINCE ALMOST ONLY DEFENSE OPEN TO POWERS WOULD APPEAR RUN COUNTER TO US INTERESTS. BELIEVE ALMOST CERTAIN SOVIETS WOULD NOT ALLOW AMERICAN COUNSEL TO CONTROL OR CONDUCT DEFENSE. A GOOD LAWYER SHOULD ENABLE US TO EXPLOIT ANY DEVIATION FROM NORMAL LEGAL PROCEDURES SUCH AS OPPORTUNITY FOR COUNSEL TO HOLD PRIVATE CONVERSATION WITH POWERS.

I BELIEVE THAT IF POWERS BROUGHT TO PUBLIC TRIAL HE WILL HAVE MADE DEAL WITH SOV OFFICIALS. SUGGEST WE SHOULD BE PREPARED FOR POSSIBILITY HE MIGHT DENOUNCE U-2 PROGRAM AND SEEK POLITICAL ASYLUM. BELIEVE CHIEF SOVIET PURPOSE TRIAL WILL BE TO BRING OUT FURTHER INVOLVEMENT OF PAKISTAN AND NORWAY. NORWEIGIAN AMB HAS INDICATED TO ME HE UNDERSTANDS LANGE HAS CONFIRMED TO SOVIET AMB THAT POWERS VISITED BODO AIRFIELD IN 1958 IN U-2 PLANE AND THAT TWO AMERICAN PLANES ARRIVED AT THAT FIELD ABOUT MAY 1 PRESUMABLY IN CONNECTION WITH POWERS FLIGHT. WOULD APPEAR LIKELY THAT TRIAL MIGHT BE STAGED DURING PRESIDENT'S TRIP TO FAR EAST.
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I suggest that following trial and sentence we should be prepared for possible Soviet offer to turn powers over to us on basis some condition such as apology or indefinite commitment not make further overflights, although this unlikely if Soviet account of incident differs materially from facts.
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